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. t I ' ABSTRACT '' .. ; :·., . .[. .', .-'.' ··\..,, .,,', 
• , c' (. 
''I 
!l'his paper summarizes the work on two full ·Size simu- ·· · 
lated bridge joints and five small butt splices. One large 
joint was fastened with A325 bolts and the other joint with 
A502 Gr. 1 rivets. The test joints simulated a chord member 
If · 
I • 
and splice on the Baton Rouge Int~rstate Bridge, a~thr~e span 
continuous truss bridge over Mississippi River. The small butt 
iplices provided reference data. 
Each large joint· consisted of three main plates and 
• 
two edge angles with lap plates. 
,, .. ,. 
The joints were fastened with 
one h~ndred twenty eight bolts or rivets. The joints were 
tested in a s,·000,000 lb. universal testing machine in axial 
tension. The joint elongation behavior, local slip behavior 
and the force distribution were observed for each joint. The 
results of thE: ·1arge simulated joints were compared si~ce their 
joint geometry was the same. Only the type of. fastener dif ered. 
The test results indicated clearly that substantial slip 
occur in riveted joints. The comparison between the large 
riveted and bolted joints indicated that the magnitude of slip 
in the riveted joint was more than half the slip that occurred 
. 
in the bolted joint. The joint tests also illustrated that 
. complex bolted joints are unlikely to slip the full amount of 
. · the bolt hole clearance.·. 
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This study also confirmed that the higher allowable 
stresses suggested in previous inyestigations provided su.itable 
· behavior· in the working load range and up; to joint ·slip. 
A theoretical elastic solution was also developed for 
the load partition in a shingle joint. It is based on previous 
work on symmetrical butt splices. The solution provides the 
• 
stress resultants in all plate elements and at all fastener 
shear planes. Matrix notation is used to express the equilib-
. . 
rium and compatibility conditions. The solution is illustrated 
by considering the forces i_n two shingle joints. 
It is believed that the theoretical solution can be 
~ 
used to check the load distribution in the large test joints. 
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· 1.1 Introduction and Purpose . ··\: . 
High-strength bolts have ·continued to replace rivets 
-in buildings, bridges and various other steel. structures. Frie-
' 
·1~ tion-type bolteq joints are often· used in both building and 
bridge construction. Friction-type bolted joints are ponsidered 
directly comparable to riveted joints in both AISC and AASHO 
specification provisions. No change has been made in the design 
of ffiction-type joints since the A325 high-strength bolt was 
., 
-I permitted as a replacement for the ·rivets on the basis of one 
bolt for one rivet in 1951. 1 Friction-type joints 4-cr~not per-
mit the full advantage of the high shear strength of bolts. 
When reversal of movement will·not occur or where 
s.tress redistribution due to. joint slippage is not detrimental 
to behavior, bearing-type bc.)lted joints are allowed. 2 The 
mechanical actiop of bearing-typ·e bolted joints is directly 
. . 
comparable to riveted joints. 3 Since many large bridge joints 
' 
. 
. may not be adversely aff.ected by minor slip~, it was desirable 
. ~ 
to evaluate tne relative performance of,J-arge riveted or bolted 
~ 
~·. shingle splices. · 
The mechanical action in a bolted bearing-type joint 
is the same as in a rivete4 joint. However, the distribution of 
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' ' ' . 
forces in the bolted joint may be slightly different than the 
. distribution that exists in a ~iveted. joint ·_because of the de~ 
.... . . 
.- " .. :.,_· 
. 
formation characteristics of ·th~ bolts and rivets.- . i•. . . 
: .-, 
·, ':-' .· 
. ·., -~ ,,•, 
' -I • 1. • 
. ,- :: '·. 
. ~ ·.- . 
; • / _J ----shingle joints also contain multiple'. rocations· .where . ' 
local joint slip may occu;r, because of the discontinuity in 
. '· 'I 
,I the plates and the non-uniform force distribution along the 
. . 
' ' ~ :'. ·_ ' ' :, 
• t • 1-. 
- ; ~ .- .. \ 
... 
' • 'I.-"' • ! .··, .-·-' : 
-~ ' ,,; I ' • J' 
. ' . 
'., -
• , ' ~ , , r , • 
. . } ·~-.. .- . .. "' 
joint. Therefore, it was desirable to· study and observe the 
local slip behavior, as well as the total joint s~ip behavior 
in both riveted and bolted splices. 
\ ' ' . ~ :, :~ _· . ,;_' ' . 
I 
·, . . . -. i' . '. 
The objective of this study was to provide comparative 
information on the behavior of large riveted and bo~ted shingle 
splices. It was desirable ·to evaluate the magnitudes and dis-
tribution·of slip, the forces in the mult~ple plates and 
. 
currently used design concepts. 
1.2 Summary of Previous Studies 
' 
'' ' :. '. ' 
,·: 
A considerable amount of work has been conducted on bolted · 
and riveted joints. In general, most of these ·tests were done on 
'' 
simplified specimens or on symmetrical butt splices. Only a few 
large joint tests have been conducted •. Very few studies have 
been conducted on riveted or bolted shingle. joints •.. 
.' ; ,-
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. In . 1940_, Da~is, Woodruff and Davis4 reported . on· an 
\· 
_.· extensive series of tests of large riveted joints. These tests 
were conducted in connection with the design and construction 
of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge. As part of this st~dy 
they reported on the load-slip relations and partition of load 
among plates of riveted shingle joints. A typical load-slip 
• 
J ~- .. ;· - . 
"\!..'· ·• 
. ' 






., __ relationship for a triple-plate shingle joint is shown in Fig-' .( 
' ' 
They also reported that unbuttoning.failure occurred 
in f·asteners of joints of considerable· length connected with · 
7/8 i.n. rivets. It was noticed that the rivets in the end row 
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. took ·considerably more than the average share of the load and 
the excessive deformation caused the end fasteners to fail. 
The larger the joint, the less was the unit elongation ratio of 
the joints relative to that of the main plate (gross section). 
In the multiple-plate joints, stress in the outer plate was 
maintained at approximately the full value up to the beginning 
. l 
of the next butt of the joinc •. Therefore, in the portion where 
the force was transmitted the decrea~e in stress.was similar to 
that in a simple lap splice joint. 
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Arnoulevic6 :'· in. 1909 •. This was followed by the work. of Batho 18 
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Bleich, 7 Hrennikoff, 8 and Vogt.9 Vogt was the- first. to propose 
an extension of the elastic studies into the inelastic and non-
linear region. Fr~ncis,10 following this, considered the be-
.-~ I ,, -~~, I 
I havior of double shear joints in the el~stic range and beyond. 
.. Equilibrium and compatibility conditions were formulated and 
,';r, 
' 
the partition of load was determined. Rumpf11 adapted these 
I 
methods to bolted bearing-type joints in the region from the 
'·:t.\.; 
. . slip load up to the ultimate load using the graphical method 
proposed by Francis. Fisher12 extended these .studies by de-
l' 
veloping mathematical models for the inelastic behavior of A7 
and A440 steel and A325 or A490 bolts. Computer programs 
enabled several variables such as fasteners p·itch, bolt di~-
meter, materials and dimensions of joints to be evaluated. 
All of the theoretical studies have only considered 
···the case of the symmetrical butt or lap splice. In -so far as . J . 
known, no theoreti(?al studies of shingle joints have been under- .i 
taken or developed even in the elastic range. 
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2.1 ·. Design of Test Specimens . 1_. .. ,··-. ,,. . ' 
·-=-- .. 
• 
1. 1. Control Joint ·S.pecimens < • 
The purpose of the control joint tests was to provide·. 
.. 
· information on the slip coefficient and the slip load for the 
,. large simulated bolted and riveted joints. The pilot test speci-
mens were designed so that the results were applicable to the 
large joint tests. To.satisfy this condition the following 
crit~·ria were adopted. All plates for the ··-joints came from the 
~ 
same rolling and heat as the plates in the full'size joints. 
All fas·teners of a given size and type came from the same lot. 
The pitch or spacing of fasteners was the same ·as that used in 
the large joints. 
• 
Three bolted and two riveted joints of VSS steel 
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~· 
· ·fastened with 7/8 in. A325 bolts and A502 Gr. 1 rivets, res pee- ,, 
tively, were fabricated for the pilot test program. The ratio· 
of the net section area of the plates to the shear area of fas-
'• 
teners was 60%.i.e • i ~ .· ,.· .... 
• '• 
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Each joint had two lines of four fasteners. · The geometry· of .... •:- 'l • ,' ', O:,o 
,. ' 
·-.; -,._ ._.: ' 
\ . ' 
.. these joints is shown in Figure 2. 
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·2. Full Size Joint Specimens 
The large test joints simulated the real joint of a 
chord member of three span continuous truss·bridge. The test 
joints were designed so that major slip of the joints could. .be 
\ 
expec~ed -·to occur . under 5, 000, 000 lb.. axial tens ion load. Each 
joint consisted of three mai·n plates, 3/4 in. x 40 in., two 
edge angles, 8 in. x 8 in. x 3/4 in., one filler plate, 3/4 in. 
x 24 ~n., one lap plate 3/4 in. x 37-3/4 in., and one_ lap plate,.· 
l 
. 
' . . ~ 
. . ( ~- . 
. ->··. ~: •. -: . 
" . 
'- ' ., .. 
' 
~ 
/ -. . 
. ' .. , , . 
• ": J .• . plate, 3/4 in. x-- 40 inches. A schematic drawing showing the _ 
j'oint dimensions is shown in Figure 3. 
Two simulated joints were fabricated for this program, -
one was fastened with 7/8 in. A325 bolts and the other was 
fastened with 7/8 in. AS02 Gr. l rivets. Each joint contained 
the ,same number of fasteners. 
The dsign of these joints was based £>Il current practice 
and the need to slip within the machine capacity. Details for 
the design of the large test joints are summarized hereafter. 
There were two basic factors to consider when deter-
mining.the required number of fasteners. One required the 
joints to slip under s,000,000 lb. axial tension load._ The other 
consideration was the geometrical proportions that existed in the 
·.actual structure. The geometry of the joint wa.s fixed to simu-
J 
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- late th~ real bridge joint. 
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Given factors in design.were, . 
. . ·Materials: · yss stee~ \plates \nd an~l.es . 
'' ' 
' ' 
- ' A325 high tension bolts, .. 7/8 in;'--dia. ·. r·. r . .. ' ''. ~ :·. ' .• ; • . .. ' ' ·,. - ' I 
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A502' Gr. l rivets, 7 /8 in. dia. ·_ · 
30 ksi in tension for.VSS steel . 
·.• 
•' 
s,000,000 lb. tension 
'· 
:· ., ' ,, .. ·' '-
Since a major consideration was the. need to slip with-
' ' 
in the machine capacity, the initial design was based on the slip 
resistance of the bolted joint. The slip coefficient was assumed 
:.;'• I ' • 




to be equal to 0.35 a value commonly obtained in previous studies.~~a,14 
The bolt clamping force~was taken as about 1.3 x Proof load as 
previous studies had indicated this would be achieved with the 
turn-of-nut i~stallation.16 Since .slip would have to occur on 
two plane·s, each was assumed to contribute to the slip resistance. 
Hence, the maximum numbe~ of bolts was determined ~y 
equating the slip·resistance to the machine capacity • 
< l? = l.3 X PL X 0.35 X. 2n = 5000 s ·, . . \ 
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Since actual joints. are designed as though the rivets · 
.. ,. . · • · or bolts are in shear, ·a design stress was selected so that a 
reasonable distribution of the bolts could be provided •. · Fisher 
L\. .;. I . 
. ~ ~" fl..,, 
and Beedle have suggested that a design stress of 30 ksi is 
appropriate for bearing-type joints in buildings.16 Since these 
joints were for a bridge, the design stress was taken as 90% of 
the recommended value, or 27 ks·i. 
· The fasteners were then proportioned in the joint 
proper using current design practice as follows. The design 
capacity of the joint was determined from the net section. The 
:. ',:.,- .11 
) ·, ' 
.. : 
, . ~ ~ ., -




total net section of the main plates and angles (See Figure 4). i~: · · iu· · 
3 40 • 3/4 in • Plates 81.6 in.2 in. X -
- -
2 8. • 8 • X 3/4 • Angles 21.5 in. 2 
-
in. X in. in. -
-
103.1 . . 2 in. 
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.Design capacity = 30 x 103,1 =· 3Cl93 kips. ., 
The number of fasteners that should be provided in 
·each portion (A, B or C) of the joint shown in Fig. 5 was then 
ascertained. Fasteners in each individual portion were designed 
depending on the design force in the main plates and angles. ·· The : 
force in a main plate.was assumed to be transmitted into the lap 
plates in proportion to their distance from the main plate. 
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other words the moment couple at the discontinuity should be 
minimized. The forces L1in the two lap plates .. and the filler . 
·. were calculated from moment equilibrium as shown_in·Figure 5. · · 
In portion A, the fa·steners sho~_J.d be strong enough to trans- . · 
_,:~it a force of 632 kips in single shear.·. This requires 
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. Similar~y in portion B, the force·s to be transmitte~--through 
the fasteners at the upper shear plane is·· 
816 + 454 - 632 =, 638 (kips) 
On the lower shear plane the force is only 
181 + 181 = 362 (kips) 




39.4 use 40 fasteners •. 27 X 0.601 
In portion ·c, the forces to be transmitted through the fasteners 
at the upper shear plane is 
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' . : .• On . the lower shear . plane the force is ·_. '. ·).' 
-
... . . 
. . . .- .:' . 
· 498 + 639 
' 
,' 
- 181 -181 = 775 (kips) -.•.. : · .. -· ,_· 
. -·' 
. ·J.,. '_ ·:·~ ,''. ' '.· • ~ 
.- ~, ' 
.. - - ·. t1 
,' .. 
. The required number .of ·fasteners in portion C is 
,J <•I ' • 
775 
2.7 X 0.601 = · 47. 8 · · use 48 f ast·eners •. 
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· The final location and distribution of the fasteners in each ; · , 
portio·n is given in Figure 3. · ;. 
Since the riveted joint was to provide comparative 
data, the.same number of fasteners were used •. This would enable 
a direct comparison of the joint behavior a~ each load incre-
ment. It would also provide· information on.each joint behavior 
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·2.2 Fabrication of Specimens 
... -. 
, 
All plates and angles came from the same rolling and 
,, 
. ~eat. All fasteners of a given size and type came from the same 
. ;. ' ~ . . 
' ' I ~ 
. lot. The test specimens were fabr•icated from 7 - 42 in. · x 3/ 4 i·n • . - ~- . .;.:• 
X 30 1 - 39 in. x 3/4 in.~ 30 ft. 6 in., 1 - 55 in. x 3/4 
•l ~ . .- ·~ . . . 
::., ... ·.·-.in. x 40 f · 6 in, pieces of universal mill plate and 2 - 48 in. x 
. '·-' ,- '• ; ~ 
. ' -
8 in. x 3/4 in. x 45 feet. A 2 ft. piece was cut from each plate 
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,-. ,. All joi!l_ts_ were fabricated by a· local fabricator. Each··· 
·plate element for all test specimens was cut from the large plates •.. •• ,· · · 
All edges were machine-burned,. The complete joint assembl~ was 




re~aining holes were then drilled from the solid joint to the-·· 
required diameter. A325 shop bolts were installed in the grip 
areas of the bolted joint and shipping bolts were placed in the 
joint area since the final bolting-up was to be done in the 
laboratory. 
A similar fabrication procedure was followed for the 
riveted joint. Af.ter drilling, temporary bolts were installed 
prior to riveting. The bol.ted ~ontrol joints were bolted-up by 
the research staff. The full size bolted joint was bolted-up by 
.a "bolting crew furnished by the fabricator at Fritz Engineering 
~ratory as illustrated in Figure 6. The bolts were installed 
with washers under the nuts and the turn-of-nut iristallation 
procedure was used. The bolt tensions were determined by measur-
ing the ·chang/s in bolt length with an extensometer before and 
after the tightening sequence as shown in Figure 7. The cor-
responding bolt tension was then determined from the appropriate 
torqued tensi9n calibration curve. 
One hundred-twenty eight bolts were installed in the 
_ joint proper. The range of the variation in· ·the· clampi-ng force 
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-,ii) these fasteners was 48.0 kips t·osl.S kips. Hence, the joint 
was' clamped· nearly. uniformly. with the one hundred-twenty eight 
bolts. · 
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All riveted joints were riveted at the fabrication shop 
I 
with a 60 ton Bull Riveter. Figure 8 illustrates the riveting 
sequence for large joints-. After the large joint was ri~veted and 
the end sections of the bolted joint bolted in the shop, 10 in. 
holes were drilled in the end section as illustrated in Figure 9. 
"',t ~ 
In addition to the test joints, five shear jigs and 
the standard tension coupons of VSS steel plates and the angles 
and ASOS ~ension coupons of rivets were fabricated for the cal~ 
ibration tests. Two different kinds of shear jigs were fabricated. 
One was syrrunetric and consisted of- two main plates and two lap 
• plates. The other consisted of three main pl~tes, one lap plate 
on one side and two lap plates on·the other side as illustrated 
in Figure 17 • 
• 2.3 Instrumentation of Joints 
All of the test joints were instrumented to record 
their performance during testing. The control joints were in-
strumented to record slip and joint elongation. Joint slip dis-
placements were measured at three different levels on each side 
' ' -. -14-
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of a joint with dial gages and cantilever gages (See Figure 10). · 
h . Joint elongation was measured with dial gages between points one 
gage length above the top line of bolts'and points one gage 
I 
__ ,}-
. length below the bottom line of bolts. 
.. 
Each full size joint was instrumented to record local 
joint slip, overall joint elongations, distribution of plate 
'. , l forces, and out-of-plane forces. Local joint slips were mea-
sured with cantilever gages (See Fig. 11) at six different levels 
·o.n each side and at four points inside the joint. The selected, 
locations were at points where one of the main plates was cut 
and midway between them as illustrated in Figures 12 and 13. 
Local slip was measured between two ends of the main plate where 
it was cut or between two different main plates at same level at 
intermediate points. Slip gages located inside a joint measured 
the s~ip between the lap plate and edge angles • 
. Overall joint elongations were measured with -both dial 
. gages and cantilever gages. These elongations were measured on 
each face between the second line of fasteners above and below 
the ends of the.joint. Piano wire was used to connect the two 
points. 
The large joints were also instrumented with SR4 elec-
trical resistance strain gages. One hundred forty eight gages 
were placed on each joint, in order to ~luate the distribution 
, , 
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.. · of force in the plate .and angles. · Three gages were .placed on 
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· the surf ace of each lap plat~. and one gage on bo't:h sides of each 
~. . 
. 
main plate at eight different sections. along· the length of a 
.. ) 
· joint as illustrated in Figure 14. Two gages were also plac.ed 
on the f1ange of each angle at five different sections along 
the joint. 
Lateral brac~ng was provided to prevent the large 
~ 
. ' . joints from moving out-pf- plane and were instrumented with SR4. 
electrical resistance strain gages (See Figure 15). Two gages 
w~re placed on each arm of.the bracings to evaluate out-of-plane 
force. 
Figure 11 shows a cantilever gage located at the· end 
,.,J 
· of a fu·11 size joint. Two SR4 strain gages we·re placed on both. 
sides of a thin plate cantilever.· They were calibrated with a 
0.0001 inches dail gage and used within the range where the 
deflection-strain relationship was linear.· • 
2.4 Material Properties 
The materials of the jo~nts were calibrated in order 
to evaluate the individual properties. Standard tension tests 
of VSS steel plates and angles, standard AS.OS tension tests of 
. 
. 
A502 Gr. 1 rivets. and dire_ct tension and topqued tension tests 
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' . The average curves for the load-deformation rela-tion-
ship obtained from direct tension a~d torqued-tension tests of 
the bolts are shown in Figure 16. The load-deformation relation-
ships from the torqued tension calibration tests .. of bolts were / 
. used to estimate the bolt clamping force. 
._, - . 
Tension specimens of VSS steel were taken from each \ p~ate and angle. They were tested in a 120 kip universal test-.· 
ing machine and the load-strain curves were recorded by an auto-
. maticw recorder·. 
. , 
the results of the material tests are summarized . -:-
. 
" 
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· .Two different types o.f shear j_igs were prepared to 
simulate the conditions in the · control j.o-fnts and the full size· 
joints. One had a lap plate placed on each side of main plate. 
The other had two lap plates placed on one side and a single . . . ··...... . ·-
! ·- • 
. /. 
•.· ' 
lap plate placed·on the other as shown in Figure 17. The ultimate 
, strength and load-deformation characteristics shear jigs were 
nearly the same as shown in Figure 17. 
I 
: .; .. \_ <:.··;·: .. : :~.·.i.·2.s . Testing Procedure 
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Control Joint Tests 
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' ... Three bolted and two riveted control joints were tested 
in a 800,000 lb. universal testing machine using flat wedge grips. 
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The test program exan,lined both the slip resist·ance arid ultimate 
strength characteristics of these joints. 
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applied in 50 kip increments u~'to,200. kips for the bolted joints. 
Load was applied in 100 kip increments for the riveted joints. 
' 
. Load was. -then applied in 10 kip increments until major slip _ 
• 
' J occurred. After the joints went into bearing, load was applied 
continuously in 25 kip increment~ to obtain the ultimate strength . 
and the deformation character-istics of the joints. At each incre-
ment all dials and cantilever gages were read • 
For the· bolted joints, loading was discontinued after 
the ultimate load was reached and it was apparent that the "plate' 
were necking down. For the riveted joints, the dial gaQ'eS and 
cantilever gages were removed from the joint after the ultimate 
load·was reached and the joints were loaded until failure occurred 
by a shearing off of the rivets. 
2. Full Size Bolted Joint Test 







using a s,000,000 lb. universal testing machine with pin grips as 
illustrated in Figure 18. The dials, cantilever gages and the 
strain gages were all read before.the bottom grips were applied. . . :,-! : ( ·< 
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·. The bolted ·joint was loaded in axial tension in three loading, 
cycl.es. The joint was. first loaded up to a load of 2080 kips. 
This corresponded to a shear stress of 13.5 ksi in the bolts. 
I •• 
........ ,. ,' 
.. I 
.,. ~_:: 
·, ·\~ . 
' ·; r,·\. __ .:::~ 
,', .. 
' '.. :··. '.r .'.· .:.·,:~_1'. ' ' ' 
· The load increment used during the first loading cycle was 300 > 
kips. . .. ~-'''\ The joint was unloaded to 900 kips and the instrumentation 
read before all-load was removed. During the first loading cycle 
lei 
the joint instrumentation was all checked to insure. satisfactory~ 
operation. 
The second loading cycle was performed in 300 kip· 
increment up to the previously applied of 2080 kips. Total 
joint elongations, local slip and the force distribution were· 
all recorded at each load increment. After the 2080 kip load 
level was reached, the jo\int was loaded in 100 kip increment up 
to 3090 kips which was design load. The total joint elongations 
• 
and the local slips were read every load increment. The·strain 
.. -
gages on the plates, angles and lateral bracings were re.ad at 
• 
300 kip intervals. When the load reached 2755 kips the grips 
were obs .. erved to slip with a loud noise and the dial gages and 
some.of the cantilever gages were disturbed by.the ·shock. After 
,l . 
all gages were. read, the joint was unloaded to the load level of 
600 kips before all load was removed. 
.. 
The third loading cycle was continued until the slip 
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. to the design load. Readings of· the total joint elongations 
and the local slip~ at the end of· the joint (location 11 and 12),. 
· · · . were taken at each increment. After the design load in the 
.<· .... 
members was reached, the load was extended up to the slip load 
in 100 kip increments. Th; total joint el.ongations and the 
locr
1
i slip at the end of the joint were read at every load in-
' .... , ., ~ 
·1 • • 
; ' ' -~· 
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., 
crement, all other g.ages were r~ad· every other load increment. 
P4fter the major slip occurred, loading was ·continued until the 
joint· went into bearing. A minor slip occurred at a load of 
",J ...... 
;: .. • "!, _. 
,· - '' 
- .. "r"' 
/ . . . 
4985 kips and the joint was then unloaded to a load of 2080 kips · .·. ·. · .. 
before all load was removed from the. jo.int. 
·;. 
3. Full Size Riveted Joint Test 
The test procedure for the full size riveted joint 
was very similar to that used for the full size bolt~d joint . 
. 
After the joint was installed in the S,000,000 lb. testing 1 ma-
chine, all gages were read at zero load before the bottom grips 
were applied. Loading wa·s also applied in three cycles. The 
· initial loading cycle was up to a load of 2080 kips which corre-
sponded to an~average shear·stress of 13.S ksi in the rivets. A 
... 
.. ; 
_·. · .. · _:._ ... _; .· 500 kip load increment was u~ed during the first loading cycle. 
The joint instrumentation was checked out during this loading ·,-. -' . . " ., . ....... 
>' .. :. ,' ~ ·-,-;_ '. (:: I - ,-
. . . . 
·. cycle. The joint was then unloaded to the intermediate load 
' ·,, '' ,· ,._•' ' - : . " 
. ·,·-' -, .,: 
.. •._ 
. , . 
.I 
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level of 1000 kips before all load was removed.· ':. ., 
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· · The second loading .cycle was applied in large incre~ 
. 
· ments of 1000 kips up to 2080 kips. The loading was continued 
in 100 kip increment until the joint slipped into bearing. . ,:_) . First 
. . f--.: 
major slip occurred at a load _level ~6·f 27_75 kips. The loading ' ' . . ',-' 
was continued until the design load 10f 3090 kips was reached. 
, .. 
.. ;/ ,. . 
Additional increments were placed on the joint until the second 
\ . ' 
' ·. 
major slip occurred at 3330 kips and the joint went into bearing.·. · 
" . . ... ·, 
· ·, Total joint elongations and all local slip gages· were read at -
. ... ..... ·.: ·'· ' ·.-' .:. . 
-
,. , every load incr·ement. All strain gages were· read at every other 
. ' 
' ' ,. I 
load increment. The joint was then. unloaded using about 1000 kip . 
load increments. 
. ' . 
. ' 
·. ', .. 
~. :· ~- -
' 
'· ' 
. ,..~; ' ' .' '. 
The third and .final loading cycle·was undertaken with 
·the intent to load the joint as high as ·possible. The joint was 
. •',. 
~ ,• . 
... ,· .. 
- .• . 
_,.,. 
;; 
. '' . 
~ . . .. 
' ' 
. . 
. . . . . ~ :. . ~ ' . 
... ,.··. ' 
' . '. - '. ·., ' 
',·-1 ' ., • 
' ! . ; 
. . .. ' ::,::. . 
t .. . 
. . . . 
,' ,·. '. . : 
• 
reloaded in large increments up to 3300 kips, which was the highest 
._ load level reached _during the previous loading sequence. Additional 
load was applied in 300 kip increment and the total joint elon-,,. 
ga:t:ion, the local slip behavio'r and the force distribution were 
observed. ' ., 
! •. ;: 
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' ., ·J.. 3. · TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
:t ' . 
. , . 
. . 
' .. 
. . . ·,_ 
' .,· ,• 
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. .. , I,·, .. 
. '· 
i • 
',,·; ,: ' 
'• : 
. '": . . :, ~, _, ;.i . . . ''. ·:, 
· .3.1 Pilot Test Results . .... 
/ .. _. . ~·; 
· The· five small symmetrical butt·. joints were tested to·• ., 
evaluate the basic slip resistance of the VSS steel plate and 
• provide an indication of the clamping force that existed in· the . .. 
,' 
A502 Gr. 1 rivets. The results are summarized in Table 2 • 
., ' ~ I' 0, • • ·• I • \ .• •, 
·, 
As noted previously, the clamping force in the A325 
' . bolts w·a··s ascertained from measured bolt elongations. Since 
.. · 
' ll ' • ·- ~· 
. t .... ., • ~ . 
'., 
,- ' ,1' '.' -",;, ,· 
'. . 
. . .. . . 
the bolts were tightened by the turn-of-nut method, i no marked 
variation was observed in bolt tension. It was not possible to 
determine the clamping force in the rivets. 
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.Jfl1 bolted joint·s exhibited similar slip behavior •. 
The load-deformation chara·cteristics are sununarized in Figures 
19 and 20. All joints exhibited sudden major slip. The nominal 
slip coefficients obtained for each joint is recorded in Table.2. 
The average slip coefficient wa-s K = o. 36 which was directly s 
comparable to the average value used ~n the joint design. The 
slip measurements indicated that all joints slipped into bearing 
and that the total slip was·. equal to the bolt hole clearance of 
l/16 inch • 
Both riveted joints e~~erienced slip as indicated in 
Fi~ures 21. and 22. .The magnitude cif slip w?s about 20% of the 
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slip observed in the bolted joint.s. Assuming· the average slip . \', -,,.' " ' . . . . 
. ...... 
· coeffici.ents obtained during the bolted joint test are_ applicabl:e, . 
' the observed slip loads in Table 2 correspond to a rivet clamping 
' 
.force that is about 60% as great· as ·the bolt clamping· force. 
Other studies have yielded comparable results •. 19 I •, I 
·: ,i ' 
. . ' 
. . ._ . ·., . 
· All bolted joints f ail·ect at the net section of the . 
plate •. The average ultimate strength was 89.6 ksi, which is 
directly comparable to the standard plate tensile strength tests •. 
. 
Loading of the bolted joints was discontinued after·- it was ap-
parent that the tensile capacity had been exceeded and the 
specimen started to neck down and the load decreased with in-
creasing deformation. The shear strength obtained for the bolts 
was 76 ksi in the shear jigs, hence plate failure was expected 
because the maximum plate capacity was 1ess than the A325 bolt 
shear strength. 
The two riveted control joints both 'failed by a simul-
taneous shearing of all the rivets. The average ultimate shear 
strength was 47 ksi, which was directly comparable to the shear 
strength of 45 ksi obtained with single rivets in shear jigs. 
Figure 23 compares the behavior of typical riveted and 
- .'. -,-:. - . 
1 ·' 
·' 
. , ... -
bolted control joints. It is apparent that the riveted joint 
exhibited about :the same. stiffness up to slip, thereafter it • • I - ~ • ,. • 
,· - ' . ";/'' 
' .. 
' . : . ~- . _.:: .: : : . ; ; ;~ ; ' 
,, ·, . . . , always exhibited greater flexibility. · · · 
, I • \ _l '' 
,. :. ' ... 
; 
_'1 ., ', 
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,>, 3.:2 . dVerall Joint Behavior of the Simulated Brid9:e Joints . 
The overall joint behavior of the full size bolted 
and riveted joints are suJIUnarized in Figures 24 and 25 re-
spectively. 
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. tween load and total joint elongation up to first joint slip, 
which-was observe·q at a J.oad of 4065 kips. This is apparent in 
... 
Fig. 2.4 where the load deformation characteristics are sununarized 
for all three load cycles. A second minor slip was observed at 
the maximum load le·vel of .4985 kips • 
... 
;.' . }·'· 
The bolt clamping force for each bolt in the boJ.ted 
joint was obtained from the appropriate bolt torqued-tension 
calibration curve. The one hundred. twenty eight bolt in the 
• l 
. joint provided a total clamping force of.6537 kips. The ex-
. 
. 
pected slip load ·predicted from the measured clamping torce ~ I 
and the average slip coefficient obtained from the control 
joint· tests. was 
6S37 x O. 36 x 2 = 4706 kips 
• 
The slip coefficient obtained from the first major slip load was 
, ; 
' .: ~ -
. ' . 
• r:' j 
. , .. 
.. 4065 
' ;·j ' .. _ 
' . 2 X 6537 1, •,, ... t ,. • . ' ., '' ' - • <'' = .Q.31 ' " '1 - -. ,_ ' • • ~' ;_ • ... I !' ·• 
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- Tltis ·correlated· with the minimum· slip coeffieient that was ·,ob-
tained from the control tests. He~ce, good agreement was obtained 
·, 
,. . . \'· ,:. _,-· ; 
.. ~ ··. · between the control tests and the ·simulated bridg.~ .shi~gle splice.· 
, 
I 
The._ magnitude o·f first major slip as indicated by the 
change in total joint elongation was 0.03 inches. This was 45% 
:4 
of the maximum bolt hole clearance. The magnitude of the second 
, :l'f/ minor slip was 0,005 inches. Hence, the total ·slip of the full 
size bolted joint was only 0.035.inches. _ This was only 54% of 
.the· full bolt hole clearance. It appears that complex bolted 
joints do not slip the full amount.of the bolt hole clearance, 
. _, 
. ~- . ~ ' - ', 
.' r . · .... 
_-r 
I;"'. . --
because of misalignment and the distribution of slip. Even 
though some of the slip measurements did indicate complete slip, 
the effect was local and did not affect significantly the over-
all joint behavior. The assumed slip planes ·that were used. in 
the joint design were confirmed by the test. Further discussion 
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" 
The large riveted joint also exhibited a linear ·rela-
tionship up to.the currently used shear level in the rivets of 
.. 
13.5 ksi as shown in Figures. However, the load-deformation be-
havior started to exhibit non~linearity as first slip was ap-
proached. The first major slip occurred at the load level of 
. ' ' '~ ' , . ; 
. 
2775 kips. The slip magnitude was 0.010 inches. A second slip . ., ' 
•.;·,,_. '\:t . ·: 
. '·- ,; ... ,:·r •.. 
·occurred at the load level of 3330 kips and its magnitude was 
i ·.: ~ ·. : 
.' ,· r ~-.1. • 
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0.013 inches. Hence, ·the total slip that was observed in the 
riveted joint was 0.023 inches. This_ was 2/3 as much sli.p as 
was observ~d in the bolted joint at a substantially higher load· 
level. The slip load for the full size riveted joint was esti-
mated by assuming the rivet clamping force .,.was the same as for"' 
the control joints. The expected slip load was between 2720 
and 3040 kips. After slip had occurred a second time, the 
riveted joint was unloaded in large increments. Load was re-
appli~d in 1000 kip increments up to 3000 kips and then continued 
in 300 kip increments. In-elastic deformations started to occur 
at about 3300 kips. This non-linea·rity was expected because of 
the observed behavior of the single rivets in shear. 
Figure 26 compares the behavior of the full size bolted 
.. a.nd riveted joints. The figure s~ows that the deformations in 
the riveted joint always exceeded the deformations in the bolted 
joint at all levels of load. Even thoµgh slightly greater slips 
' 
occurred in the bolted joint, the deformation at comparable load 




It is also apparent that substantial joint slip does 
. occur in ·f~ll size riveted joints. In fact, the magnitude of 
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the slip was more than half the slip that was observed in the -· .. , .. 
·. comparable bolted joint. ~e j~int tests have also illustrated . I " ! - ·'_._~ / 
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that complex bolted joints are u~ikely · to slip the full . amount , .... 
of the bolt hole 0 cle~rance. Even though some of the bolt holes 
do indicated complete slip {See Section 3. 3), the effect is local 





3.3 Local Slip Behavior of Full Size Joints ,'(". •, I .'' • k '.:.. ••••• 
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Bolted Joint ... 
The locations of the local slip gages are shown in . .., . "!. • ·: ' . .. 
Figure 12 for the bolted joint. The results of the local slip 
measurements are summarized in Figures 27 and 28 • 
• 
The local load-slip behavior of the bolted joint can 
be characterized by two types of response. One indicates that 
. local slip occurred gradually after the joint load exceeded 
' 
3000 kips. An examination of the load-slip data plotted in 
Figure 27 indicates the expected elastic response when the slip. 
gage measurements were over a length· of joint. Figure 12 indi-
cated that this behavior was expected at gages l, 3, 7, 11, 13_ 
·.• .~ 
. and ( 4, B, 12 and 14. As load was increased above 3000 kips, 
•· 
J 
an increase in deformation resulted indicating that small slips 
were occurring at the discontinuities in the plates. These 
s1ips are clearly seen in the figures at io·cations ( l and 2), 
. .
• J (7 and 8) and (11 and 12). They were the points where one of· - :• .. 
,. •, ' . 
' ,·. 
~• ', I : ' 
'!' •• :_,· _ .. \ ; _ -•; 
the three main plates was cut. Similar behavior has been 
\ 
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experience in the past.20 ,21 It '.-is comi,arable to the strain ; i' . ·:_ ' ,: - . : ' . 
I . ; 
. . , ' 
,· "' . :, . '···,·., 
concentration that occurs at the end of a coverplated beam. · -
' ,- '. -t ·.' "• 
' ',, 'I '.' \ J 
1 -
. . . . ·. '-, . 
: . ) ---~ . \.:. '' f ~--· ' . ,', ,f. ' .. 
. : . ; . 
Al though location ( 3 and 4) was .. also a point where the main 1 
plate was cut, the magnitude of slip was not as great as at 
other locations. On the other hand, location (9 and·· 10) which 
was located at a comparable point did show gradual slip after 
. . - -: ·•(' -; ' . 
~., . :~, / \-i ' ' .. ' ' ; .. 
i • 
! 
3000 kips. This might be due to its proximity to the more 
___) 
flexible end. \ 
The second type slip response was observed at locations 
where no discontinuities occurred and the forces in adjacent 
plates were comparable. This occurred at locations 5, 6 ,· 9, 
.10·, 15 and 16. The load-slip curve at these locations did not 
show any slip or elastic deformation until sudd~n slip occurred. 
Since the inner main plate and the edge angles were 
. 
·discontinuous at lo·cation (13 and 14) the load-slip curve in-
dicated elastic deformation before major slip. ~he magnitude 
of slip W?S relatively small at locations (13 and 14) and (15 
' 
and 16) which measured the relative movement between the angles 
-
and the lap plate. It appeared that one side of the joint sl·ipped 
" 
a greater· amount than the other (See Figures 27 and 28). The 
r 
magnitude of the local slips indicated by the . slip gages, were 
.. ( 
: - fl ' 
-,,., 
. ~ . . 
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between 0.01 and 0.05 inches as summarized ~n Figure 27. At 
. -, : .>'. , ' : -·~-
" I'· ~ - : 
. . . 
the ends+ __ of. the plates these values were always larger than·. 
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that indicated by the total elongation gages. In other words, 
the integrated slip along the length of a joint was. ·usually 
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·· which shows that total joint elongation is. not as great as .. ; . 
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indicated by many of the slip gages. This condition is ·directly 
analogous to the effect that local strain concentrations have 
on joint or member deformations. 
Riveted Joint 
•... ~ 
The slip gages were located at similar location on 
I ' 
the riveted joint. Figure 13 shows the loqation of these gages. 
The results of the measurements are summarized in Figures 29 and 
·:so. The same two basic types of response were also observed in 
the riveted joint. The elastic deformations that occurred as 
well as gradual slip are apparent at locations (1 and 2), (9 
and .~2) and (15 -and 16), points where the plate or angles were 
' .\ 
' 
cut. When the joint load exceeded 2000 kips, gradual slips 
were observed to occur at locations 1, 2, 9, 12, 13, 15 and 16. 
Gages ( 3 and 6) and/ ·e.1 and 8) did not show any significant' slip 
before major slip. This was directly comparable to the results 
obtained .for the large bolted joint • 
. ,, 
j .. 
Gages (19 and 20) which were located inside the joint 
and measured the relative moyement of the angle~ and lap plate 
1, :'( 
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slip occurred. At two levels on the riveted joint, four additional 
slip gages were located to measure the relative displacement be-
' . . 
·., ., . 
. '\ . 
',. ' ,.'· 
~ I '. ' 
. ' ' t 
'I I " 
tween two points on adjacent plates as shown in Figure 13. 
These extra gages did not show any difference in the local slip 
behavior, . . . 
. . 
' ., . 
~. 
: . ,. : " I '• o /'' 
. , ' Slip was distributed along the length of the joint · . q r -~ 
I as shown in Figure 30. The first major slip in the riveted 
joint 9ccurred at 2775 kips. An examination of Fig. 30 indicates 
that larger slips were occurring at the lower end of the joint. 
. 
When load was increase, a second slip occurred at 3330 kips. 
This resulted in a more uniform distribution of slip along the 
length of the joint. A comparison of Figs. 25 and 30 show that 
the average slip of 0.023 in. was nearly uniform along the join-t , 
length. 
3.4 Axial Strain Distribution Along the Joint Length 
I The strain gages that were placed on each plate com-
ponent were used to evaluate the distribution of force to the 
·various plate elements throughout the joint length.- The results 
of these measurements_ are summarized in Figures 31 t~~· ~9. 
The strains at various locations ~long the joints are 
summarized in Figures 31 and ·32 for load levels near the current 
,. , : 
·, .ll' ·, 
working shear_ stress ,for piveted and friction.:.type bolted joints.. ") ., -
. ~· 
.I ;, 
. •··. ,.; 
' ' ,.· 
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The figures indicate the change of force in the various plate 




in examination of Figures 31 and 32 shows that as the· 
. . .. ·- . 
. . 
. J .• 
._, ·* . 
I_ '. ' •• / •• 
. , .. · \ .. 
,,:t_ discontinuities in the main plates 'were approached, that the 
; '. ... ~ ·-·. ~ ..... 
adjacent plates picked up most of the force as was expected. 
For. e~ample, between gage locations 3 and 4, plate 1 waster-
minated. It is apparent that the top and bottom coverplates 
,. 
. '~! 
· were picking up load from the terminated plate as well ·~s load· 
fromfthe other main plates. The bolted joint with its high 
clamping force indicated that load was also transferred into the 
main plates between locations 3 and 2, because the strains at 
location 2 exceeded .the strain at location 1. 
As load was increased, the strain distribution did not 
change even though: slip occurred in both the riveted and bolted 
joints. This is illustrated by Figures 33 and 34 which summarize 
the strain distribution in the three main plates at several 
. . 
levels o·f load. , The strain patterns remained the same through-
out the loadiz:i.g range. It is also apparent that the same trends 
were observed in both types of joints. 
Simila~ behavior was also-observed.in the edge angles 
of the riveted and bolted joints., Figures 35 and 36 illustrate 
that the average strain in the angles continually increased along 
the length of the joint fro~·the point of discontinuity. It is . 
. . 
' . . 
' ' -
·, ... , ' . 
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It was also of interest· to examine the strain dis-
tribution in~ the outstanding legs of the angles. Since the load 
... 
transfer into the angles was along one leg, eccentricities were 
· expected • Figures 37 and 38 summarize the strain distribution 
across the outstanding angle legs at various locations along 
, · the joint. The mea·surements indicated that a nearly uniform 
stra~·n gradi.ent existed throughout the length c;>f the joint in 
~ ~ 
the outstanding legs of the angle. 
. ' ' 
The strain measurements have all indicated that there 
was no significant difference in the force distributions in the 
riveted and bolted joints. 
The strain measurements also provided an opportunity 
to check the assumed load distribution that was used in the de-
sign. Average forces were evaluated at each location where 
. -' the main plates were discontinuous. The strains at locations 3 
and _4, 5 and 6, and 7 and 8 were averaged to better approximate 
the plate forces at the points of termination. 
The results. are surrunarized in Fig. 39, for the design 
load level of 3-100 kips. ~~th large test joints are summarized. 
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' The summary of the force distributions confirm again 
. ·:,; . ,•' . 
' 'J 1 that both joints behaved alike. At the design ~oad level of - . 1. . , ' 
3100 kips, the ·riveted joint had slipped into bearing. The ·ti • I:· . . • I _i ... ,: . 
. . i 
•," '. bolted joint had not slipped and load was being transferred by 
f~iction on the faying surface·s·. 
In the main member (Section A), the three main.plates 
were each carrying slightly more load than predicted because the 
angles were not carrying their proportion of the load.· Although 
' 
. 
measurements were ,not taken·on the center plate at that location, 
equilibrium with the applied load indicated that the loads in 
each plate were comparable. As was expected, although not as-
swned in the design, load was transferred~from all three main 
plates and the angles into the lap plates as these elements 
progressed into the joint. This resulted in substantially more 
load being carried by the lap· plates than was assumed in the joint 
design. This was true for .the riveted and the bolted joint. For 
·example, at section B, the lap pu.ates adjacent to the edge angles 
were carrying up· to 600% more ·load than assumed. It is apparent 
that at each plate discontinuity the load tended to distribute 
n;1ore. uniformly between the other plate elements at .those sections • 
·' 
The currently used design concept of distributing only 
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I. • • .•• -· vide plate forces that mo~e nearly approximate the observed I . , 
. . .. 
load distribution. 
3.5 Out-of Plane Forces 
Because the edge angles were not continuous, it was 
I desirable to evaluate whether or not out-of-plane movement would 
occur because· of the eccentricitites that might be introduced. 
Latera~ bracings were attach~d to the angle at the cut and were 
·· instrumented. The computed stress resultants in the joint had 
indicated that there was very little deviation throughout the 
joint. 
'· 
f:ig·u.re 40 shows the .re:corded strain in the arms of the 
la_te'.-~a:1- br.a_cing. The maximum variation that was observed through-
out the tests was less than 10 µ. inches. Hence, the iorizontal 
components were negligible in oomparis:on: to the applied loads . .-. 
' 
The strain measurements ·throughout the jo_int had in-
dicated that little if any curvature was being introduced into 
the joints. The strain gradients that _existed in the·angles 
.. 
. . ' 
' ' ' . . -
• " I\ :_.i·.(~- ~.: ,:_ ·~ . 
': . f. " .: ~:, ; 
·•· ·. ! ,· 
. ..,., 
were · expected because of the e·ccentricity ·in the load line, 
however, it did not -significantly effect the overall behavior~of 
·either riveted or bolted joint. 
\ 
. -34- i 'j, 
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tests on compact WSS steel joints and upon two tes-ts on large 
simulated bridge splices. Three compact joints and one large 




two compact joints and the' second large joint were fastened by 
7/8 in. AS02 Gr.~ rivets. 
' :· : 
·a - -
. . 
•• !,. ··_- ,··. 
.. • 'H 
.. 
' . 
•. - :: . - '._. -··: ..• t· -
·, ': '·,_ 
. 
l. The compact bolted joints gav~ 1 a mean coefficient 
• 
of slip for tight mill scale faying surfaces of · 
Ks = 0. 36. . The s.lip loads obtained from the two 
compact riveted joints indicated that clamping 
/ 
·force in the rivets was about 60% of the bolt 
clamping force. i ;-
2.. The slip behavi-o.r· .o.·f· the two large simulated bridge 
joints was in reasonable agreement with the small 
control joints. The large bolted joint slipped at 
-~ _-load that was equivalent to a slip coefficient 
:o,_·f .. O:. :31_. This was .equal. t:o the :smallest value 
obt·a:ined from: the ·.cotnpac.t bolted joint tests. The 
large riveted joint also.slipped at a load equiva-
lent to the minimum slip load obtained from the 
compact riveted joint tests. 
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3. La~e and complex bolted joints are unlikely to 
slip the full amount of the bolt hol~ clearance. 
The large bolted joint was observed to slip 0.035 
inches. This was only 54% of the hole clearance. 
4. The slip that occurred in the large rivete~ joint 
was about 2/3 as much as was observed in the large 
bo~ted joint. However, the sli-p did occur at sub-
stantially lower loads. Other riveted joints can 
be expected to exhibit similar behavior. 
5. The overall deformation of the large riveted joint 
always exceeded the comparable deformation in the 
,'i 
· large bolted. joint at all load levels. 
.... 
6:~ S,l:ip .was o·bs-e.rved near the ends of the discontinuous 
I : 
_p:ia·t~s- of the large riveted and bolted joints before 
', 
maj.·or slip._ These slips are analogous to the strain 
._ . concentrations: that exiS1: on ot_her coverplated mem-
b~rs aI)d :had :no effect on the joint behavior • 
7 •. 'The· .forces in ea.ch discontinous plate element were 
·transferred primarily into the ~djacent plate ele-
ments. The currently used force distribution in 
··shingle splices is not satisfactory. 
i ,, 
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No significant lateral force ·was introduced at 
the point of discontinuity in the edge angles. 
; ·,· 
a. . . . 
"' 
9;. The study indicated that the higher allowable 
stresses suggested in Ref. 13;~provided satis-
factory behavior in the large bolted joint. 






In addition to the experimental study, a theoretical solution 
for the stress resultants in the various components of a shingle 
splice was developed. The solution is only applicable at pre-
s·.ent to the elastic region. Time did not permit an evaluation 
• 
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, .. i THEORETICAL SOLUTION OF SHINGLE JOINTS V- ' .• 
.,, 
1. General Description of Shingle Joints 
Shingle joints are usually use~ for connections with 
more than two main plates, such as the g~sset plates of truss 
chord members or coverplates for flanges of plate girders • 
This ~ype of connection is usually·long and heavy. It provides 
a more gradual transmission of· the forces throughout the joint. 
The shear surfaces of. a shingle joint are generally 
anti-synunetric.as shown in Figure 42. The portion between two 
butt, where the plates are cut is defined here as a portion of· 
a shingle jo~nt. . Each port-ion of a joint is required to de-
,velop by shear on the fasteners a load corresponding to the 
·tens-ion strength of a mc;1in plate. 
:2. Scope of Investigation 
--Ii This investigation is concerned primarily with de-
veloping an elastic solution for shingle joints in which the 
mechanical fasteners are in state ~f multiple shear. · 
The theoretical solution on the ~oad partition is 
based on the assumption that the mechanical fasteners transmit 
. . 
the applied load by shear and bearing, in other words no fric-
tional forces exist. 
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-i ' ' ' ' ' <· ,, . . The purpose of the theoretical work is to solve the load 
.. • : ._. :, 
;:' :· ,, . 
...... . ..... 
. .. i ::· 
' ,i,. ,", 
-·· \l 
.·· partitioning among the fasteners and plates tn the elastic range 
only. In addition, this work will ·.§erve as the basis for future 
theoretical st.udies in the inelastic range. 
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, 3. 9guilibrium and Compatibility Relationships ~ . l . . h. 1 . 1· .. t 
d A. typica anti-symmetric s 1.ng e sp ice JOln con-
• 
< • 
taining three main plates is shown in Figure 42. The longi-
tudinal line of holes parallel to the axial load is called a 
line and the space between each hole is called a pitch. The 
transverse series of holes is called a row and the S·pace be-
tween transverse hole.s is callE;d the gage as in previo~s papers 
( See Figure 41) • 
.I! 
The · lap plates and ·the main pl~te:s- ~r·e assumed to be ... 
, 
·of the same thickness and material. The hole pattern is assumed 
to be completely filled and the. bolts ·are assumed to be. ·of the 
same size and material. For purposes of analysis, the joint~ls 
. ' 
., 
divided into gage strip~. It is .assumed that all gage strips l 
are iGientical in .behavior. Forces between bolts j-1 and j in 
plates 1, 2, 3, --- , i, --~·, n are classified as P1 . P 2 . 
. J~ J' ---
' 
Pij' --- Pnj respectively. · Forces in a fastener j at shear 
surfaces b.etween plates 1 and 2, 2 and 3, --.:.i and i + 1,---n-~ and 
n are classified as R1j ~ R2j ~ 
I 
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... - . . 
---, R.. --- R .. , _..;._ R 1 ., \ J.J ' . . l.J . . . n- J . . 
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~,1 respectively as shown in Figure 41. The idealized load transfer 
diagrams are shown schematically in Figure 42. 
As was noted previously, the fasteners are assumed to 
transmit all applied load by shear to the adjacent plates • 
Therefore, the forces in each plate are calculated from the total 
~ 
vioad P, and force~ in the fasteners, R1 .. , simply by addition or 0 ' '{) J 
·substraction. In. addition, the direction of the load transfer 
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to the fasteners on each shear surf ace in each port.ion of the 
joint is assumed not to change. . ~· ·, 
Considering the absolute values of forces in fasteners, 
the for~es in the plates of the element j ·+· l of Figu·re 42, can 
be falmulated from equilibrium as 
... . '." ·': ~' ~· 
P.1 • + J. . 
' 
P2. 
., '··: J + 
,~ 
P3 • J + 
' 
P4, • J + 
p 
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in .m?trix f~rm, the plate forces are 
\\ .. " . . 
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·( ;., :_ .. 
,.' .:.,- ,·1 -
. ·, ····-. '·• ; . 
pl . + 1 
. ' J. 
' . , .. 
'I+-~ , ,· .... ;/J" ',·. • !fl 
.. r·:· -, ... . . 'r. 
.1 0 a 0 
(." ··, ·, :, r . 1·' '• 
' '., ' 
,·, 
,"'i. ' -· i' 
'·. 
',' .i. ;,' ' , 
p 
• 1 p2 • -1. -l 0 0 R2 • ' 2, J + J J 
' ' 
','t,. ::.-: . • .• 
• ,." • : I,( I ' 
,, 
P3 - P3 + 0 1 -1 0 R3 (l) • 1 - • • J + J J ' ' ' 
P4 • 1. P4 • 0 0 1 -1 R4 • J + J J ' ' ' . 1,· 
PS • 1 PS • 0 0 0 0 J + J 







. J + 1 + 13I .• :R·.~. ',. 'J (la) 
where P j, P j + 1 a:nd R5 are· force vectors for the plate elements 
j and j + l -and fas·tene;r j respectively. 
BI is a coefficient matrix for plate forces in portion I. 
. t .• 
Similarly, considering ~he direction of forces in the fasteners 
in other portion of the joint, coefficient matrices Brr, BIII 
and BIV can be defined. 
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Hence, the ~qu-t._i.i_l:>1:j·iµJll· :conditiqn·.·s ·th.r.oughout the joint can be 
expressed as 
'pj + 1 
i. 
= , .. + 
:·,J' B~. J 
·cs·) . . : ' / 
:--''. •.: .. -J~-
• 
The compatibility conditions described hereafter assume 
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other words there is·no space between the bearing surfaces of the 
plate and fastener •. Justification of this assumption is given in 
' ~\ Reference·· 17. 
The compatibility equations wi·11 be formulated for a 
··small element of the joint by,considering Figure 43. As load 
, ' 
is applied to the joint, the deformations are examined within 
the element at po~nts j and j + 1. Due to the applied load, 
' . plate l will h_ave elongated so that the distance between the holes 
J in plate 1 is p + ej + 1• Plate 2 will have elongated and its 
distance will be given by p + e'j + 1 • 
fastener pitch as shown in Figure 41. 
The distance pis the 
e. . 1 and e' . 1 are J: + J + 
the J.lastic elongations of the plates in element j + 1. Com-
:patibility can be formulated by considering the total length 
of each plate between points j and j·+ 1 and the deformations of 
the fasteners. From Fig. 43 it can pe, seen that 
A5+p~ej+l - ' .- .t.j + ·l: + P + e 5. t .l_ 
or 




Aj and Aj + 1 are the deformations of the j and j + 1 
I 
fasteners. They include.the effects of shear, bending, and 
bearing of tbe fastener and the localized effect of bearing on . ,. ' . :;s 
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the plates. It is assumed that the f as-cener diameter does not . · 
.. 
change due to t-he applied load. ~, 
' 
If the plate ~longations are expressed as functions 
' 
of load in the segments of the joint between fasteners, and 
.. 
the fastener deformations as functions of the fastener loads, 
Eq. (6) can be written as 
~(R.) i + e(P. 1) - l\(R. 1)' + e '(P. +,1) -





l\(R. 1) - l\(R ~) + e(P. ) - e '(P .. 1). .·(7.) -J + J J + l . J + 
where li(Rj), ti(Rj + 1 ) are bolt deformations, and e(Pj + 1)., . 
e'(Pj + 1) are the elongations for plates land 2. 
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In the elastic range th~ force-deformation relationships 
for ~he plates can be expressed as 
; e·(P·-· - -1 ) . . :J + .. 
• 
. 1·P J + 
EA p 
where EAP = rigidity of the plate in tension. 
p = pitch ·. · 
• 
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. The force-deformation relationshi1P· of the fastener .in 
. . . . . ' 
thf!: ,elastic range. is usual~y expressed as 









The elastic constant K has usually been determined from experi-
mental data. Reference 18 has given a solution for the coef-
ficient K based on the conventional beam theory. Fisher1 ~ 
I j described the elast:l.<c· constant K synthetically in his paper. . 
·, 
' . 
' ' ' 
'That is, 
For shear: 






. r, = 
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tl + t2 
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The localized bearing. effect of fastener on the plate was found 
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where E = · modulus of elasticity· ·· 
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moment of inertia of a fastener --
·---... 
= thickness of the plate 
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By substituting Eqs. (8) and (14) into Eq. (7), the compatibility 
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Equation (15) expresses the forces Rj + 1 as functions of the 
forces Rj. In portion I, Eq. (15) can be applied to other shear 
surfaces and similar equations are obtained. 
R2 J. + 1 . ~ R2 -.; + K( - p2, ' J. + 1' . + P3 .. J. + 1) 
' J J , 
+ K(-P 3, j,+ 1 + . P4, j + l) 
u··$--ing matrix notation, the bolt forces in- po-rt.ion .I are: 
. .. _. 
. ' 
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• R2 + l J --
• J + 1 R3 
• J· + l R4 
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.. ,, l·· • ! 
• • '1 I , 
. •,, 
' ~; ; -~ • :· ~, ·, ' ' L•' • I 
.: .1 ~:1 0 0 
-
0 -1 l 0 0 p2 (17) +K • l J + , 
... 
0 O , .. 1 l 0 P3 • l J + 
' 
0 :O 0 -.1 1 P4 . • l J + 
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+ KC P. + l 
. . .J 
.~ '· •" 
'• . 
I' ' .- ~ 
(17a) 
where CI is a coefficient matrix for fastener forces in Portion 
11 
I. Simila'rly, considering the directions of the deformations of 
the fasteners in other portions. we obtain coefficient matrices 
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:o 0 0 
-1. 0 0 
.(-18) 
-:1 l 0 
0 !'191 I 1 
.0 0 0 
• 
1 0. 0 (19) 
1 --,1-.· .. ·o· 
·o 
--.1 l 
::o 0 0 
l ·-o 0 (20) 
--1 1- 0 r 
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·The compatibility. ·equation .can.: now. be 'expr-essed. as··· 
·, I .:, 
' \ . ~ . 
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' ,,•; .· .... 
"•,. ,. ' 
'I' .', 
\ · .. ·· .. ·; '' 
. 1 .. , ,' 
l.1··-· 
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,. , I ; -~ . •, ··-~ .. · 
\ 
··-R. 1 
. J ·-+ 
. q 
= R. · + KC~. J J + 1 I, 
•',. ' 
, ~ '' 
\ > .' 
·:.; ~ . .( 
f 
4. Example of the Force Distribtuion in Fasten~rs of a Lap Splice 
For illustrative purposes a simple lap splice is shown 
in Figure 44. For this particluar·joint, the coefficient ma-
• 
trices Band C can be· expressed as 
____ .... ··-··~-· 
1 





The forces in the plates and fasteners ·as expres~es by,.. Eq.$·· •. (·$) 
and ( 21) can be written in terms of· P·
0 
and R1• 
Hence at element 1 
•· 
pll a 0 Po 
-
-
p21 l 0 Rl 
,., 
(23) [R1] - [a 1] Po - , 
Rl 
,,_ 
where P is the total load in the plate of a strip. To determine 0 




plate 2, that is P2 4 = 0 will be used. 
' 
At each element, the 
. 
forces in the plate can be expressed as a function of the initial 
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Enforcing the boundary condition at the end of plate 2 results in 
(l - 2R2)P
0 (-3 
- -2 . 
. P24 - + 3K + + -SK -,4K )R1 - 0 - -
. 
-
- 2R2 1 -Ri .. ·- l + 3K + Po + K Po , (27) - -- 4R2 --3 + SK + 3 + 2K 
Sin~·e the bolt fore es R2 . and R3 are a function of PO and R1 they ' . 
, 
,. 
may be expressed as 
... 
:~2 l p 
- ( 28) - ' 0 
-3 + 2K • 
1 -:R--
-
+ K p (29) . ;5 
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The theoretical solution of a shingle joint with 
multiple-main plates can be optained by consideration of the joint 
shown in Figure 45. The joint has three main plates, two lap 
plates ~nd four fasteners in each portion of the joint. 
Considering the calculation procedure described in 
previous section and referring to Fig. 45, the unknown forces in 
this case are R11, R21 , R31, R41 , R15, R25 , R29 , R39 , R3,13 , and 
.R4, 13 . The boundary conditions provided at the ends of the 
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Since there are.only eight boundary conditions for ten 
·~ 
. 
unknown fastener·forces, some particular characteristic conditions 
, of th~ joint will be used to determine these unknown forces • 
In this particular problem, the joint is anti-symmetric •. 
Th~refore, the bottom half below the principal shear surfaces can • I • • . . 
be considered instead of the whole joint. The forces on the. 
-principal shear surfaces, 
(31) 
, 
are assumed to be vepresented by the values which were obtained 
in the discontinuous lap splice shown in Figure 46. The dis-
continuous lap splice can be solved by the methods described-···l>'~n 
J• 
References 12-and 17. The top and bottom half of the joint can 
.. 
'be assumed to act as solid bodies and different sectional rigid-
ities are applied in the different portions. 
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. ~en the forces on the principa1 shear surf aces are 
· obtained the remaini·ng unknowns in the bottom half of the~-joirre· .. -_. 
. are R21, R31 and R41 a11-d ·the resulting boundary conditions are, : . 
. . . . 
. ' 
- 1 , I , • ' ~ > ' plS p29 - P3 13 - 0 (32) - . - -,c-
' 
~ '• 'F· . - • ,, '." 
le. 
shown • Figure 46. All other forces • the plates and 
as in in 
~ 
~ fasteners .. can be expressed as functions' of the.forces in the 
first ·fastener. These three unknowns can be determined from 
,, the ~hree boundary· conditions. The remaining joint forces can 
then be obtained. 
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he first row of CI corresponds to the fastener forces on the 
. ,' \ 
' . .. -. 
. ' ;/. _•, .. • ·. ,, principal shear surface (which are .obtained as solutions of a 
· discontinuous lap spl-ice as in the previous step) • 
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are of the . form 
;•1· 
-1 -1 0 0 0 0 
BII 0 1 -1 ':tr -1 l 0 (34) - C· -- - . 
' 0 0 l 0 -1 l 
), 
BIII -1 -1 CIII 'O 0 
-
- (35) - -0 l 
-1 l 
Ag~in the first rows of CII and CIII correspond to. the fastener 
forces on the principal shear surfaces. 
. Initial values-~f plates or fastener. 
In matrix form 
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where in the unknown vector the ·real unknowns are R21 , R31, and 
R41 • The· second element, 1, corresponds to the values on the 
principal shear surfaces. The forces in plates and fasteners 








The result of the fastener forces on the principal shear sur-
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Using the fastener forces on the principal ·shear surface in 
the matrix of fasteners force~, the forces in the 2nd element 
of plates -becomes 
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Same calculation procedure were repeated until P4 17 ~nd the . ~ 
' three· boundary conditions gave a three order s.imultaneous equa-
tion to determine the initial fastener forces. All other forces 
J. 
· · in plate and fasteners are to be obtained as function of the 
initial fastener forces. 
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Theoretical solution of load partition among the plates is 
summarized in Figure 47. The calculation procedure is shown 
in the flow chart in Fi~ures 48(1) and (2). The solution of 
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Fig. 2 Control Test Specimen 
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Fig. 7(1) Measuring the Changes in Bolt Length with Extensometer 
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Fig. 10 Instrumentation of Control Joint 
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INPUT ; NB , NB 1 , SEC TN ...__, 
...,_ ___ _. NPN - 1 
B & C 
INITIAL P(l,i,j) 
R(l,i,j) 
N - 2 
9 




X(NPN)=P(N ,NPN ,l)+P(N,NPN ,2) 
Y(NPN,j)=P(N,NPN,j+2) 
~
blj = b il = 0 ] 
B = b.. b. . lJ = 1-l,J-l 
~
Cl. - C "1 - 0 ] J - 1 -C = G .. _ C. . 1J - 1-l,J-l 
.... 1------..lfl----~---~ NPN = NPN + 1 
R(N, i, j) =R(N-1,i,j )+cP (N, i, j) 
R(N,NPN,2)=Ro(N) -1 y 
.._ ____ ..,. N = N + 1 
PP(N,i)=P(N,i,j)X{j) 
RR(N,i)=R(N,i,j)X{j) 
:\ OUT PUT ; PP, RR 
NOTATION 
NB -= tota 1 no. of fas tene·r·s 
NBl= no. of fasteners in 
o_r,~ p'ortion 
A G 
SECTN = f k 
· ·· · A E 
p 
P = coefficient matrix~£ 
plate forces 
R· = coefficient matrix oi· 
,. fas ten er forces 
a,c= coefficient matrices 
·x. = unknown f,orces in-- 1st 
fastener 
R = results of lap sp1i~e-
o 
_-F-ig •. _ 4e(I): :Computation Flow Chart for Shingle Joint 
,,, .. ------- _-- ... ~;-?~·. _····--····::······ ·--·- .. _ .... --. 
·:. 
.. , 
- ... :.-.. 
,. 
AB, AA, AP 
B V~~J 
· P{i, j) =[: ~] , R(N, 1) .. [o o] 
N - 2 
P(i,j) = P(i,j) 
~ 
END OF JOINT 
END OF PORTION 
C = [K -K] C 
R(N,i) = R(N-1,i) + C·P(i,j) 





AB= Section area of a·fastener 
AA = Moment .of inertia of 
.a f as·teper 
_K. - KIA E· • .. p. 
X = Irtitial fastener fore~ 
&: =· .Fastener forces 
. (J" .. _ . ' 
X - -P(2,l)·P0 /P(2,2) 
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VITA 
Noriaki Yoshida was born on December 28, 1940· in 
'11.-, . 
Ho:kkaido, .. Ja·pan, the third child of Shosaku and Yoshiko Yoshida •. , 
.. 
He attended Sapporo Nishi ~igh School for three years, graduating 
in 1959. 
He entered Hokka·:tdo Univer.sity ;fu 19 59 and received 
·Bachelor of Engineering Degree in Civil Engineering in 1963. 
Durin~ his undergraduate years he was ac~ive in the student 
chapter of the JSCE. He worked at Hitach Shipbuilding. and 
Engineering Company for 3 years after gr~duation from Hokkaido 
University. 
:.tn August 1966, he came to :fri~z Enginee-ring Labora-
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